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Throughout history, socially and
politically motivated art has had a
powerful role in the interpretive documentation of society in both its representation of a collective visual culture
and its ability to effect change.
Art that challenges and questions
power, norms and inequities has a
generative capacity to produce unique
insights that gesture toward a more
just existence.
The FL3TCH3R 2015 Exhibition invites the participation of artistic voices
focused on political and social engagement. The art brought together here
represents contemporary problems
that are personal, local, and global to
create a united resistance to the status
quo. These artists capture, create, and
communicate their visions, delivering powerfully relevant expression
through their chosen medium, honoring Fletcher Hancock Dyer’s artistic
mission to confront difficult issues.
* * *

Ogden is an award-winning artist
based in southern Indiana whose
work explores sustainability, the importance of water to local agriculture,
nature, time and space. She received
a master of fine arts degree from the
Henry Radford Hope School of Fine
Arts at Indiana University-Bloomington and has exhibited throughout the
southeastern United States. She is a
professor of art at Spalding University
and the Kentucky College of Art in
Louisville.

THE FL3TCH3R EXHIBIT 2015
is our third annual multi-national
juried exhibit focused on socially
and politically engaged art. Socially
and politically engaged art has been
integral in creative expression since
the beginning of visual arts. This
exhibition’s goal is the exploration
of the current trends and trajectory
in this field and that these collective
creative works will hopefully serve as
an avenue or agent for societal transformation and exposure of social and
political points of view. The purpose is
to recognize and advance this endeavor by providing a venue for the exhibition of socially and politically engaged
art. Furthemore, the exhibit’s proceeds
after expenses will fund the Fletcher
H. Dyer Memorial Scholarship for art
and design students.

2015 Poster for exhibit by:
Fletch’s Sister, Carrie A. Dyer

ABOUT FLETCHER: Fletcher
Hancock Dyer, age 22, was lost too
soon in a motorcycle accident in
Johnson City, TN on November 5,
2009. Fletcher was a senior in the
Department of Art and Design at East
TN State University pursuing a concentration in Graphic Design under a

Bachelor of Fine Arts program. As an
artist and graphic designer, Fletcher
created works that addressed social
and political issues through visual
means. Fletcher was always curious and aware of current events; he
experimented in innovative ways to
create works that investigate contemporary s ocial issues. New, unexpected
ideas and perspectives had unique
ways of coming to the surface as a
result of Fletcher’s creative means of
rattling cages. Fletcher’s work embodies a purposeful, deliberate perspective
of his personal endeavor to employ art
as social and political commentary.

program at Johnson City’s Carver
Recreation Center. Over the fall of
2014, showing one selected museum
artwork at a time, Nicely encouraged
students to respond to what they saw
by creating their own works of art.
The Reece Museum displayed all 185
works in an exhibition entitled EXUBERANCE! Kids Make Art about Art.
Sammie agreed to curate a summer

THE FL3TCH3R EXHIBIT
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES:
THE SAMMIE L. NICELY
APPALACHIAN ARTIST
AWARD

Fletcher Hancock Dyer

The newly named award is in honor
of the life and contribution of artist,
educator, long time supporter of the
visual arts in the Appalachian region,
Sammie L. Nicely. Nicely served for a
semester as the artist-in-residence at
the Reece Museum, and in that capacity, worked at North Side Elementary
School J.C., TN and in the after-school

Fletcher age 4 at his first gallery exhibit at
Ralston Fine Art Gallery, Johnson City, TN.
photo courtesy by Martha Alfonso

Sammie L. Nicely, Ceramic Mask

“Clock Face” self portrait by Fletcher H. Dyer

Sammie L. Nicely

2015 Reece Museum exhibit entitled
From an African American Perspective. Reece Museum’s interim director, Randy Sanders stated, “We are
honored to host the final show Mr.
Nicely curated, and especially thankful that his last artist-in-residency
was in Johnson City. He was, and in
our hearts is, a great man.” In addition,
Lucy Kuykendall, Pryor Gallery curator stated, “Nicely is a Renaissance
man of the arts – he is a practicing
multi-media artist, while at the same
time teaching children and curating
exhibits that relate African images
with African-American crafts.”
Unfortunately, Sammie passed, or
using the term he preferred, “transitioned,” on Saturday, May 23, 2015.
Nicely leaves behind a legacy of love
for life and art. We are very proud to
honor Sammie and continue his legacy
and memory by re-naming our Appalachian Artist Award in his name!
(See more: http://fl3tch3rexhibit.com/
news.html)

important, and to celebrate the individual.
Conversely, my subjects have a difficult
Underpaid and exploited, food industime earning a living
try workers serve our food, day-in and wage. Transplanted
day-out. It is no accident that employ- from their work eners require conspicuous corporate
vironment, they look
uniforms, with all the conformity and vulnerable yet dignianonymity associated with low-status fied as they peer from
“McJobs.” Unattractive and ill fitting,
behind their visors
these clothes serve their purpose: to
and into my camera.
make these workers look low-key and Although they are
“uniform.” My subjects are nice kids,
dressed like thousands
many of whom are my own students;
of other workers, if
others are strangers I meet while they you look closer, you
are on the job. I invite these workers
can see their nobility.
to my studio to be photographed in
their uniforms.

Shauna Frischkorn
/ Willow Street, PA

I am purposefully creating an ironic
yet historical dialogue between my
young subjects and Renaissance portraiture. Historically, the portrait’s role
was to immortalize the wealthy and

“Allison, McDonald’s Crew,”
2014, Digital C-Print
40” x 30”

Shawna Gibbs / Claremont, NH
Unique 24 x 30 inch promotional
poster from a series of photographs
made during the 33rd Annual Pride
Parade in San Francisco on June 28,
2003. The parade theme was “You’ve
Gotta Give Them Hope!” Twelve years

later on June 26, 2015 the United
States Supreme Court ruled same-sex
marriage legal In all 50 states. The
decision was 5-4. Using Abraham
Lincoln and Harvey Milk stamps, this
poster is folded and mailed without an

envelope via the United States Postal
Service so that it receives a symbolic
stamp of approval by the US government.

Jackie and Shar, San Francisco, 2003/2015
Engineer Print. Printed in halftone black and
white ink on 20lb bond paper 30” x 24”
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